Welcome to our
third quarter
edition of FOCUS
FOCUS magazine, first published in 2003,
was inspired by a team of Kawasaki dealer
personnel, satisfied customers and an eager
Kawasaki marketing team who wanted to
bring compelling stories, tips and industry
news to wheel loader users throughout
North America. Fifteen years later, our
goals remain the same, our focus renewed
with the global vision of Hitachi.
Southeast Soils Inc. President Matt Biegler has grown
his company from one employee and a “handful of dirt” to
the largest custom-blend soil producer in Florida. Biegler
operates 11 Hitachi loaders and says his employees
love the comfort, visibility and tight turning radius of the
equipment. The story about Southeast Soils begins on
page 3.
Do your onboard loader scales offer the latest, nextgeneration features? There are eight things to keep in
mind when choosing a modern weighing system. Detailed
information on how your Hitachi loader with a Trimble
LOADRITE L3180 can optimize productivity starts on
page 7.
We are pleased to introduce the new Hitachi ZW220-6, a
mid-sized wheel loader that puts power and agility into the
hands of loader operators. Read about this do-it-all loader
on page 8.
Southern California’s West-Tech Contracting offers heavy
civil contracting such as demolition, excavation, grading
and wet utilities. Rick Engebretsen runs his Hitachi loaders
hard and for long hours. Read about West-Tech's strong
growth on page 10.
We hope you enjoy this edition of FOCUS as we strive
to deliver the relevant news and information you have
come to expect.
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Kris Creeden, president of C&W Global Inc.;
Tom Marks, vice president of Great Southern Equipment;
and Matt Biegler, president of Southeast Soils Inc.

A WINNING RECIPE

Southeast Soils Inc. President Matt Biegler attributes his company’s meteoric
rise to top-quality team members, customer service and products
In just five years, Southeast Soils
Inc. has expanded from one
employee and “a handful of dirt”
to the largest custom-blend soil
producer in Florida. The state’s
$10 billion nursery industry is
just one market segment the
young company serves. It also
provides its unique, premiumquality soil and compost blends
to horticulture, agriculture,
turf-grass and landscaping
industries.

customer service and a superior
product at a competitive price.

partner Kris Creeden, owner of
trucking firm C & W Global Inc.

“Customers are key to any
business – and we maintain good
relationships by sending out a good
product at a good price,” Biegler
says. “But I wanted to do more than
start a company. My goal was to
start a team of good people who
love coming to work. If you build the
right team, you're going to have a
successful business, hands down.”

Creeden knew Biegler was
concerned about changes taking
place with his employer after a
corporate buyout. “Kris came to me
and said, ‘Matt, I've watched you
over the years,’” Biegler recalls.
“‘You've run this business like it's
your own. Why don't you start your
own company?’"

Southeast Soils President Matt
Biegler says there are three main
ingredients to the firm’s success:
the right team, unmatched

After decades of blending soils for
other companies, Biegler stepped
out on his own in 2014, thanks
to encouragement from business

hitachiwheelloaders.us

A VISION BECOMES REALITY

At first, Biegler was the sole
employee, and the company had
only a small plot of land. “We
started with a handful of dirt and a
vision,” Biegler says. “That's all
we had.”
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THE RIGHT TEAM

Biegler says Southeast Soils’
workforce has always been
structured according to its level
of business. As orders increased,
the company grew. “Once we got
to a point where I had exhausted
all my efforts, I hired my first team
member,” Biegler says.

“With the Hitachi loaders, you get very good visibility, they’re quicker and they have a tighter turning
radius. Our employees are comfortable operating the machine; they don’t feel beat up at the end of
the day. And they really brag on the response.” — Matt Biegler

That was three months into the
venture. He continued building the
team by hiring a new employee
every three months until the
company bought C&C Peat and
moved to the larger site in 2016.
Southeast Soils now has
42 employees.
About half the company’s
employees worked with Biegler at
previous jobs. One of those team
members is Anthony Hatz, general
manager of Southeast Soils.
“Matt mentored me at the last
company,” Hatz says. “One thing he
taught me was to pay attention to
detail – to make sure every
little thing is right and put out a good
product.”
Biegler says Hatz was a crucial
hire. “He brought his expertise and
his persistence and knowledge
and is willing to do whatever it
takes,” Biegler says. “He drove the
business to that next level with new
technology and new equipment.”

Southeast Soils Inc. offers custom-blended soil to Florida's $10 billion nursery industry.

In June 2016, Southeast Soils
purchased a 38-year-old company
called C&C Peat and moved its
custom-blending soil manufacturing
operations to C&C Peat’s 22-acre
location, complete with buildings
and other infrastructure Southeast
Soils needed, in Okahumpka,
Florida. At the same time, the
company separated its compost
operations into an independent
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business, Compost USA, and
moved the sister company to
a 60-acre site in Lake
Panasoffkee, Florida.
“We're so far ahead of where
we should be as a 5-year-old
company,” Creeden says. “And
it's because we're run by folks who
have decades of experience doing
what we're doing.”

Hiring salespeople with technical
backgrounds in the soil-blending
industry was vital to growing the
business as well. “They brought
in a lot of customers who believed in
them and trusted them,”
Biegler says.
From the beginning, Biegler
focused on not only attracting, but
retaining, valuable employees.
“We don't have turnover,” he says,
adding that Southeast Soils pays
team members more than the
industry standard and provides
excellent benefits and a strong 401k
retirement plan.
hitachiwheelloaders.us

The company takes same-day
and next-day orders. “It separates
us because no one does it,” Biegler
says. At the beginning of each day,
about 40% of orders are known; the
other 60% are called in.
And every order is a custom job.
“We don't have standard mixes,”
Biegler says. With Southeast Soils’
broad customer base, blends can
vary tremendously. The company
uses more than 40 raw-material
components, as well as diverse
additives. “I probably have about
10,000 different recipes or blends,”
Biegler says.
Matt Biegler says he may have more than
10,000 different recipes for his custom-blended soil mixes.

“If you pick your players and treat
them well, they're going to take
ownership towards the company.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Biegler says high-quality products,
service beyond expectations and
good prices are the three pillars that
support Southeast Soils’ customerservice strategy.
hitachiwheelloaders.us

EFFICIENT LOADERS

Southeast Soils has put time
and effort into determining
which wheel loaders – the
workhorses of its operations –
perform best. Together, Southeast
Soils and Compost USA move
approximately 8,000 cubic yards
of material a day.
Biegler says he prefers Kawasaki/
Hitachi loaders because of their
reliability and “unbelievable”

fuel economy, but he wanted his
employees’ opinions. He brought
Hitachi and other manufacturers’
machines in for demonstrations
with his equipment operators.
“They all picked the Hitachi,”
Biegler says. “With the Hitachi
loaders, you get very good
visibility, they’re quicker and they
have a tighter turning radius.
Our employees are comfortable
operating the machine; they don’t
feel beat up at the end
of the day. And they really brag on
the response.”
Machines have to maneuver in tight
spaces among material stockpiles,
delivery trucks and customer
vehicles. They operate in reverse
almost 40% of the time.
Thanks to the telematics on Hitachi
loaders, Tom Marks, Southeast
Soils’ account manager at Great
Southern Equipment, lets the
company know if any issues need
to be addressed. Operational data
and maintenance reminders
also are available. “It’s one less
thing to worry about.
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A WINNING RECIPE

SOUTHEAST SOILS INC.'S
KAWASAKI AND HITACHI
FRONT-END LOADERS:
• 2013 Kawasaki 70Z6 (one)
• 2014 Kawasaki 70Z7 (five)
• 2014 Kawasaki 80Z7 (one)
• 2017 Kawasaki 70Z8 (two)
• 2018 Hitachi ZW 180-6 (one)
• 2019 Hitachi ZW 180-6 (one)

Southeast Soils' operators say they love the
comfort, visibility and tight turning radius of
Hitachi wheel loaders.

Their service is perfect,” Biegler
says of GS Equipment. “We can
call Tommy at 1 o’clock in the
morning. I would recommend the
Hitachi product line to anybody,
and I do.”

doing their own product packaging.
Ferticomp® has proven successful
at helping combat citrus
Huanglongbing, which turns fruit
bitter and causes it to drop from
trees when unripe.

Of Southeast Soils’ 21 loaders, 11
are Kawasaki or Hitachi models.
Biegler says the others were
inherited from C&C Peat and, over
time, the company is replacing
them with Hitachi machines.

“We’re suppressing disease by
creating a healthier root zone,”
Biegler says. “We're reintroducing a
high-quality organic nutrient material
that enhances the soil, and now
we're creating beneficial microbes
that are turning into a healthier soil
environment. Customers are getting
a healthier tree, higher yields and
less fruit drop. And they can sell
their product as organic.”

MORE GROWTH AHEAD

Looking to the future, Biegler and
Creeden plan to expand Compost
USA, enter the Caribbean market
(the current market area is Florida
and southern Georgia) and begin
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Southeast Soils can’t make enough

Ferticomp® to meet demand,
Biegler says. The company will
open another facility closer to target
markets so it will have a smaller
carbon footprint and be able to pass
on reductions in transportation costs
to customers.
“I'm excited about the opportunity
to expand and grow, and as we do,
we’re committed to sticking with
Hitachi,” Biegler says, adding that
Hitachi’s customer service, quality
and price characteristics mirror
those of Southeast Soils.
“Where we could go is really
somewhat boundless,”
Creeden says. ■
hitachiwheelloaders.us

Evolving
beyond
the scale
Onboard

loader scales
have become
an increasingly critical part of
load-haul operations. As premium
scales have evolved, a growing
focus on productivity data gives
operators greater insight into load
and haul. Modern weighing systems
for loaders provide a networked,
holistic view of operations, enabling
site managers and operators to
respond proactively with each load,
as well as site/project-wide by the
hour, day and week.

Consider these eight things before choosing your
next-generation loader scales.

These systems let operators
and managers accurately track
production data, which optimizes
truck loading and can eliminate
overloading and costly fines. Fleet
and site managers gain greater
visibility into overall site operations.
Loader scales are simple, userfriendly and more sophisticated, and
they provide a return on investment
by leveraging captured data.

4. Equipment interoperability:

Business owners who keep these
considerations in mind when making
an onboard weighing decision will
be poised to take full advantage
of the benefits that today’s loader
scale systems offer.

Scan to read full article
and to learn more.

hitachiwheelloaders.us

1. Accuracy:

Operators need pinpoint accuracy to optimize payload
operations, so this may be the most important consideration.

2. Stakeholder requirements:

Stakeholder needs vary
significantly among operators, site and fleet managers, and customer
reporting and billing teams. Think through stakeholder needs and
look for a solution that meets those needs.

3. ROI: Today’s systems should provide a benchmark 15% cost

reduction, 15% improvement in productivity, or some combination
of factors. Consider business goals and areas offering the greatest
room for improvement when selecting a system.

Consider the lifecycle of onboard
scales. Look for a brand that supports a mixed fleet of machine
models and captures data across multiple sites.

5. Consider SmartScales: SmartScales are the next generation

of wheel loader scales and empower operators to self-improve,
setting personal benchmarks and focusing on loadout efficiency and
productivity from inside the cab.

6. GPS and connectivity:

Connectivity brings operations
information from the field to the office. Built-in connectivity options
give managers and operators a shared view of production status.

7. Convenience and usability: Look for loader scale systems with
uncluttered easy-to-use displays so operators can focus on the job
at hand.

8. Installation and support:

Look for a partner that specializes in
scales with expert product knowledge and onsite support to prevent
operational delays.

Optimize productivity on your Hitachi loader with a Trimble
LOADRITE L3180 SmartScale. For more information, ask your Hitachi
representative, or visit loadritescales.com/hitachi.
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NEW HITACHI ZW220-6 PUTS POWER AND
AGILITY INTO THE HANDS OF LOADER OPERATORS

D

esigners of the new Dash6 Hitachi wheel loaders
understand that, for
equipment owners to get more
out their machines, the machines
have to let them get more from
their operators. With the launch
of the ZW220-6 articulated loader,
Hitachi delivers a machine that’s
built to get the best from today’s
best operators.
The ZW220-6 is Hitachi’s midsized “do-it-all” loader in the new
generation Dash-6 Series. A tough,
agile machine designed to thrive
in demanding work environments,
the ZW220-6 tips the scale at
38,910 pounds, with a highly
efficient 200 hp Cummins power
plant generating 34,170 pounds of
breakout force. The heaped bucket
capacity of 4.2-4.7 cubic yards can
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reach loading heights up to 13.5
feet. Dash-6 models offer a range
of advanced features that target
the needs of premium operators for
responsive power and control.

CAB COMFORT AND CONTROL
The first thing operators will notice
is the fully updated comfort and
convenience features of the Dash6 pressurized cab (virtually airtight
to keep out dust and dirt), along
with the tilt/telescoping steering
pedestal, fully automatic air
conditioning, excellent ventilation,
and a new sound system with roofmounted speakers. A pop-up pedal
returns the steering pedestal to its
start position in a snap.
The ZW220-6 operator really
gets down to business with the

new range of controls for power,
steering and loading functions.
The Dash-6 transmission comes
standard with two auto modes and
one manual mode to adapt to the
day’s applications. At the flick of a
switch, conveniently mounted at
your fingertip, you get an instant
power boost with a 10% burst
in engine rpm. This new Power
Mode is available in both auto
and manual ranges, providing
immediate access to extra rimpull and breakout force for digging
into heavy piles or for climbing
grades with a full load onboard.
Power Mode also provides a faster
hydraulic speed to allow quicker
bucket lifts, and does it all without
limiting the loader’s top speed.
Power Mode lets you dig deeper,
faster, and deliver more payload in
every cycle.
hitachiwheelloaders.us

A shift-to-hold switch overrides
automatic settings to hold the
transmission in its current gear
until the operator presses it again
or changes direction, giving it the
extra traction or torque required at
that time.

struts are mounted forward away
from the rounded corners of the
cab. An optional proximity detection
system provides audible and
visual alerts for stationary and
moving objects up to 20 feet from
the loader.

Hitachi’s parallel/tandem hydraulic
circuit makes load lifting and
dumping even more efficient.
The Parallel Tilt & Lift movement
smooths out digging operations
while the Tandem function
prioritizes the bucket while
dumping, as an automatic returnto-dig function resets the bucket for
the next load.

A SOLID PRODUCER ALL DAY,
EVERY DAY

FINGERTIP STEERING WITH ESTICK
Offered as an option, Hitachi’s new
EStick steering system is an electric
control over hydraulic steering
system. Steering is operated by a
fingertip lever that’s mounted just
in front of the armrest. The EStick
lever takes over from the steering
wheel to give the operator effortless
fine control of the machine’s
movements. The electric drive does
the work, while the operator can
focus comfortably on positioning
and moving the machine while
maximizing productivity.

THE BEST VISIBILITY IN
THE BUSINESS
A seamless front window, rounded
engine cowling and redesigned
ROPS frames allow Hitachi to claim
the best visibility in the business.
The clean 360-degree lines-of-sight
highlighted in Dash-6 models are
especially welcome on mid-size
machines like this that often spend
a lot of time in traffic. The exhaust
and intake stacks of the ZW220-6
are relocated to the far rear end
of the engine cover, minimizing
their profile in the operator’s view.
The rear pillars of the ROPS frame
hitachiwheelloaders.us

The ZW220-6 is all about working
hard for long shifts. Hitachi has
given due attention to its expected
working conditions with a beefed-up
structure, high ground clearance
and a resilient cooling package.
Standard equipment includes a
reversible hydraulic on-demand
cooling fan, which can be activated
automatically or manually. Optional
aluminum wide-fin cooling cores
ensure high cooling efficiency as
well as extending the service life
free of corrosion.
A new rear grille prevents raw
material from entering the radiator
compartment and protects it from
debris. An exhaust-aspirated air
cleaner and integrated pre-cleaner
removes large particulate matter
from the air inlet, eliminating the
need for turbine-type pre-cleaner.
The loading arm on the ZW220-6
features a more robust cross-tube
design to resist torsional stresses.
A belly guard is also available to
prevent damage to the powertrain
and driveshaft in the most
rugged terrain.

GOODBYE DPF – HELLO SCR
By eliminating DPF and its
attendant regen cycles from the
ZW220-6 power system, Hitachi
now takes the industry lead in Tier
4 Final solutions for wheel loaders.
Hitachi Dash-6 machines introduce
a clean SCR system using a
simple DEF system, designed to

run efficiently without high engine
temperatures and removing any
concerns about idle times. Fleet
managers can look forward to less

Popular applications
for the ZW220-6

-- Agriculture and livestock
operations
-- Asphalt and concrete production
-- Highway and street construction
-- Mill & yard operations
-- Rental yards
-- Scrap, waste and recycling
operations
-- Sand and gravel pits
-- Site development and land
improvement
-- Commercial, industrial,
residential
-- Sewer and watermain operations

downtime for engine maintenance
and extended engine life to
overhaul. The SCR opens up
space in the engine compartment,
too, to make life a little easier for
service techs.
An auto shutdown feature provides
further savings on fuel and
emissions, adding up to nearly 7%
reduction in fuel cost during loadand-carry operations.
Telematics with Hitachi’s Global
e-Service allows ZW220‑6 owners
to monitor their loaders remotely
for machine performance, daily
operational reports, and remote
diagnosis, as well as schedule
maintenance dates. The results
are also provided automatically
in monthly email summaries, with
Hitachi’s ConSite program.
If this is what you are looking for
from your next machine, talk to your
local Hitachi dealer.
For more information, visit
hitachiwheelloaders.us ■
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SETTING A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

For Southern California’s West-Tech Contracting, it’s all about the details

R

ick Engebretsen prefers
to offer his clients the
complete package. A heavy
civil contractor with 28 years’
experience, the owner of WestTech Contracting Inc. knows he
can deliver convenience and value
for his customers.
As a second-generation contractor
with a degree in finance from San
Diego State University, Engebretsen
had the right combination of
experience and knowledge to
operate a construction firm in the
complex regulatory environment
of Southern California, and he
incorporated West-Tech in 1991
in Escondido. What began as
Engebretsen Contracting in the
1970s today offers a variety of
services that include demolition,
excavation, grading, and wet
utilities. West-Tech also tackles
all types of hazardous material
transportation and disposal. It’s a
mix of services that makes them
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invaluable to a range of clients
that include large contractors,
commercial builders, governments,
engineering firms, oil companies,
and military installations.
Seeing the potential for synergy
between the three divisions –
Demolition and Environmental
Services, Sitework, and
Underground Construction – an
idea formed. Engebretsen felt the
capabilities could be combined and
merged in a way to better manage
the project schedule and process.
Seizing on the opportunity,
Engebretsen began providing
comprehensive turnkey-style
packages to his customers. “We’ve
been able to successfully create
full civil packages and the clients
like that,” Engebretsen says. “It

allows us to create value for them
with the schedule.”
For example, for projects underway
at Marine Corps Air Station
Miramar, West-Tech is able to
compatibly schedule underground
and sitework to shave time off the
overall project timeline.

The best tool for the task
With 150 employees and a
115-piece fleet, using the turnkey
approach allows West-Tech to
eliminate the need to manage
multiple subcontractors for
construction and environmental
services, delivering projects on
budget. The budgeting process
is one step in the project lifecycle
Engebretsen views as a critical way
to stay at the top of his game.

“

We've been running the Hitachis hard for almost a year. They're high
output units, and we run them long hours. They’re well balanced and
comfortable to operate, and the operators are productive using them.
Rick Engebretsen, owner of West-Tech Contracting

”
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“We’ve been running the Hitachis hard for almost a
year,” Engebretsen says. “They’re high output units,
and we run them long hours. They’re well balanced
and comfortable to operate, and the operators are
productive using them.”

Building relationships
Because the machines are durable, they don’t have to
call their dealer frequently, Bennett says. “The quality of
the build, plus how we maintain the machines, keeps us
from needing to call often.” When they do call, however,
Jeff Jones of Westrax Machinery responds immediately,
a quality that Engebretsen finds vital.
“We do a great job at pricing,” he says. “Our estimators
are extremely thorough, and we provide them with the
best tools they can use to get the job done.”
Having the best tool for the task at hand is a strategy
West-Tech employs throughout their operation. If
the packages they create for their clients are to work
well for them, remaining on or ahead of schedule –
and avoiding downtime – is important. That’s why
Russ Bennett, who runs West-Tech’s maintenance
division, has the highest of standards when it comes
to the company’s equipment. Between the demolition,
earthworks, and underground divisions, their machines
have to dependably perform under demanding
conditions, every day.
Two of the weapons in West-Tech’s arsenal are the
Hitachi ZW180-6 and ZW310-6 wheel loaders. Purpose
built with versatility and productivity in mind, the 180
excels at reducing downtime and is a perfect choice for
West-Tech’s fleet. The 173-horsepower, 3.4-cubic-yard
machine operates reliably and efficiently in loading and
dumping applications across West-Tech’s range of jobs.
The 310, a 285-horsepower, 5.5-cubic-yard-model, is
versatile for its durable construction with heavy duty
structural features, making the loader a great selection
for high production applications.
One feature that sets the machines apart is the
elimination of a diesel particulate filter, thanks to the
Tier 4 Final certified engine with a maintenance-free
high-volume cooled EGR system and diesel oxidation
catalyst. The convenience of a non-DPF machine not
only saves time for maintenance personnel, but lowers
overall operating costs. Efficiency is also enhanced
through advanced telematics. Remote monitoring
systems enable comparing the ratio of operating and
non-operating hours, analyzing fuel consumption, and
provide an automatic service report.
hitachiwheelloaders.us

“Our relationship with our dealer is critical,” he says.
“In the past, it can and has deterred us from buying a
machine. We want a dealer who responds and listens
to us.”
Westrax Machinery, a premier dealer for new and
used equipment sales, service, and parts, began in
Long Beach and now serves all of Southern California.
Jones has a relatively new partnership with WestTech, becoming their Hitachi dealer last year. Having
quickly established a relationship with Russ Bennett, he
appreciates West-Tech’s attention to detail and likes the
way they run their operation.
“The first word that comes to mind when I think of
West-Tech is ‘professionalism,’” Jones says. “They are
extremely well organized and equipped to handle any
problem that comes along. If they call, they already
have all the information ready for me that I’ll need in
order to help them.”

Looking forward
While West-Tech’s scope of work has increased
exponentially over the years, Engebretsen is happy
with where the company is today, and feels fortunate
to have grown up in the industry. He says that it would
be difficult to start a construction company today in
California – with a heavy regulatory environment and
strong competition from large contractors, there are
many barriers to entry. That’s why he’s excited that his
son has shown interest in joining the company, and he
will be joining a firm with an excellent company culture.
“I have competent managers – dedicated professionals
who care about what they do,” he says. “We also
make a point to identify laborers who we can move
up in the organization. Our culture is such that I can
give a lot of autonomy. I trust people, and they make
great decisions.” ■
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Hitachi Construction Machinery Loaders America Inc.
60 Amlajack Blvd.
Newnan, GA 30265

YOU DRIVE
TO WORK
ON A ROAD
YOU BUILT.
We’re in the word-keeping
business. For us, every move
counts. Our machines are taking
production to a whole new level.
Because we know that what’s
important to you isn’t just a job.
It’s upholding the standard by
which you measure every job.

A FULL LINE OF
WHEEL LOADERS

• 13 Models
• 30 HP – 531 HP

REPUTATIONS ARE BUILT ON IT
Hitachi Construction Machinery Loaders
America Inc. | hitachiwheelloaders.us

